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Abstract—Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a sort of public-key cryptosystem that is an alternative to other public-key algorithms like RSA, ElGamal, and Rabin. It is widely accepted because of the usage of smaller parameters than other public key cryptosystems but with same level of security. The basic building blocks of an ECC over (FP) are computations of addition and scalar point multiplication kP mod m where P is a elliptic curve point, k is arbitrary integer in the range 1 < k < ord(p), and m is a modulus. Although, several methods have been proposed for computing kP, to speed up the modular arithmetic operation which is a key operation in all the methods is not focused. To perform modular operation, normally trail division is used and the hardware implementation of such trail division is very expensive and it may slow down the process. Thus, to speed up the modular operations, a novel fuzzy modular arithmetic is taken in this paper. In fuzzy modular arithmetic, instead of performing division for modulus operation, repeated subtraction is used. Further, an algorithm running on a general computer has only limited physical security and software implementation of cryptographic algorithms is not secured in all time. To overcome, hardware encryption is thought of. Hardware encryption performs cryptographic operations with high speed and has encapsulated security. Thus, this paper focuses on hardware implementation of ECC with fuzzy modular arithmetic using AT89C51 microcontroller.

Index Terms—ECC, Fuzzy Modular Arithmetic, Fermat’s Theorem, and AT89C51 Microcontroller.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data security and cryptographic techniques are essential for safety relevant applications. Cryptography keeps the message communication secure so that eavesdroppers cannot decipher the transmitted message. It provides the various security services like confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. There are several cryptographic algorithms available for both symmetric and public key cryptosystem [14]. Slow running cryptographic algorithms cause customer dissatisfaction and inconvenience. On the other hand, fast running encryption algorithms lead high speed. To achieve this, high speed custom hardware devices are needed.

Thus, hardware encryption devices are used. These devices provide high security performance and high speeds [17]. Nowadays, mobile devices are used in global communication world. These devices are interacting with other devices to perform a task and they are forming ad-hoc networks. The two key aspects of these devices are security and interoperability in the heterogeneous inter-network environment. But due to scarce resources of mobile devices, exhaustive use of cryptographic is infeasible and therefore ECC is used [12].

ECC was proposed in 1985 by Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller. It is an alternative to the established cryptosystems like RSA, ElGamal, and Rabin. It guarantees all the security services with the shorter keys. The use of shorter length implies less space for key storage, less arithmetic cost and time saving when keys are transmitted [13]. These characteristics make ECC the best choice to provide security in wireless networks. ECC has increased as evidenced by its inclusion in standards by in credited standards organizations such as American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), International Standards Organization (ISO), and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The security of ECC is based on the discrete logarithm problem over the points on an elliptic curve. But, it is more difficult problem than the prime number problem of RSA algorithm [3]. These two problems are closely related to the key length of cryptosystems. If the security problem is more difficult, then smaller key length can be used with sufficient security. This smaller key length makes ECC suitable for practical applications such as embedded systems and wireless applications [4].

A vast amount of research has been conducted on secure and efficient implementation since then. All focus on scalar point multiplication that is kP, where k is a scalar and P is a point on elliptic curve. Efficient hardware and software implementation of scalar point multiplication is the main research topic on ECC in recent years. To encrypt and decrypt the message using any public key cryptosystem like ECC, modular arithmetic plays a vital role and it is the key operation in modern cryptology. Even though, many algorithms have been developed for faster implementation, none of the work reveals the use of fuzzy modular arithmetic to speed up the encryption and decryption operations on ECC. Thus, this work focuses on hardware implementation of ECC using fuzzy modular arithmetic with AT89C51 microcomputer. The key idea used in fuzzy modular arithmetic is not to compute the result exactly as in the traditional modular arithmetic because the traditional...
modular arithmetic uses division operation for modulo reduction \( m \). Thus, instead of the full reduction, a pseudo “fuzzy” randomized partial reduction is performed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A short introduction to elliptic curve is provided in section 2. The proposed methodology for implementation of ECC using fuzzy modular arithmetic is discussed in section 3. A brief introduction to fuzzy modular arithmetic is presented in Section 4. Implementation of ECC using fuzzy modular arithmetic in AT89C51 microcomputer is provided in Section 5. Experimental results are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we draw our conclusion in Section 7.

II. ELLIPTIC CURVE

In this section, we present the definition of elliptic curve, addition and scalar point multiplication on elliptic curve, and Fermat’s Theorem.

\[ A.1 \text{ Definition (Elliptic Curve over } GF(p)) : \text{ Let } p \text{ be a prime greater than } 3 \text{ and let } a \text{ and } b \text{ be two integers such that } 4a^3 + 27b^2 \neq 0 \pmod{p}. \text{ An elliptic curve } E \text{ over the finite field } F_p \text{ is the set of points } (x, y) \in F_p \times F_p \text{ satisfying the Weierstrass equation } E: y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \quad (1) \]

The inverse of the point \( P = (x_1, y_1) \) is \(- P = (x_1, -y_1)\). The sum \( P + Q \) of the points \( P = (x_1,y_1) \) and \( Q = (x_2, y_2) \) (where \( P,Q \neq O \) and \( P = \pm Q \)) is the point \( R = (x_3, y_3) \) where

\[ \lambda = \frac{(y_2-y_1)(x_2-x_1)}{(x_2-x_1)^2}, \quad x_3 = \lambda^2 - x_1 - x_2, \quad y_3 = (x_1 - x_3) \lambda - y_1. \quad (2) \]

For \( P = Q \), the doubling formulae are

\[ \lambda = \frac{3x_1^2 + a}{2y_1}, \]

\[ x_3 = \lambda^2 - 2x_1, \quad y_3 = (x_1 - x_3) \lambda - y_1. \quad (3) \]

The point at infinity \( O \) plays a role similar to that of the number 0 in normal addition. Thus, \( P + Q = P \) and \( P + (-P) = O \) for all points \( P \). The point on \( E \) together with the operation of “addition” forms an abelian group \([2], [8]\). Since the point or scalar multiplication is the main operation on ECC, the \( kP \) multiplication is based on point doubling and point addition and it can be calculated by using double-and-add algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 1 \([11]\).

\[
\text{Algorithm 1 Elliptic Curve point Multiplication : Binary Method}\\
\begin{align*}
\text{Input : A point } P \text{ an } l\text{-bit integer } k = \sum_{j=0}^{l-1} k_j 2^j, k_j \in \{0,1\} \\
\text{Output : } Q = [k]P \\
1. & Q \rightarrow P \\
2. & \text{for } j \text{ from } l-1 \text{ to } 0 \text{ by } -1 \text{ do } : \\
3. & Q \rightarrow [2] Q \\
4. & \text{If } k_j = 1 \text{ then } Q \leftarrow P + Q \\
5. & \text{end if} \\
6. & \text{end for} \\
\end{align*}
\]

A.2 Modular Multiplication Inversion

It is done according to Fermat’s theorem \([16]\), \( a^{-1} = a^{p-2} \pmod{p} \), if \( \gcd(a,p) = 1 \). In this paper, we are interested the \( E \) defined over \( GF(p) \), \( p \) is a prime. Thus, Fermat’s theorem is used to find multiplicative inverse modulo \( p \). The multiplication inversion can be performed by modular exponentiation of \( a \) by \( p-2 \) and it can be realized by using the square and multiply algorithm \([6], [15]\).

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology to speed up the modular arithmetic is shown in Fig. 1.
IV. FUZZY MODULAR ARITHMETIC

The concept of fuzzy modular arithmetic for cryptographic schemes was proposed by Wael Ali. Partial reduction modulo \( m \) is performed in fuzzy modular arithmetic. In partial modulo reduction instead of performing division, the division is replaced by repeated subtraction. For that some random multiples of \( m \) is used. This approach is called fuzzy modular arithmetic because the operation used is not exact but it involves some random multiples of \( m \) from the value to be reduced modulo \( m \). The result of the process is not the rest of the division usually computed, but another value and it can be used for calculation. The numerical example of serial fuzzy modular multiplication is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a) the conventional multiplication of two binary integers, say \( A=35 \), and \( B=33 \) with \( m=13 \) is shown and the result is \( 11 \) (mod 13). Since, fuzzy modular multiplication mainly focuses on repeated subtraction instead of division for modulo reduction \( m \), in this work \( m = 2 \times 13 = 26 \) is considered and the process is shown in Fig. 2(b). It is noted that subtraction is performed whenever the bit position in \( B \) is zero. The hardware architecture for fuzzy modular multiplier is shown in Fig. 3 [1], [5].

![Fig. (a). Conventional Multiplication](image)

The modulus \( m = 13 \), a multiple of \( m \) i.e., \( m = m \times t = 13 \times 2 = 26 \) is subtracted each time. The 2’s complement of \( m \) is \( \ldots 1100110 \).

![Fig. (b) Fuzzy Modular Multiplication](image)

Fig. 2. Numerical Example of Modular Multiplication with and without Fuzzy

![Fig. 3. Simplified Hardware Architecture for Fuzzy Modular Multiplication](image)
The execution of ECC scheme is mostly dominated by the efficient implementation of finite field arithmetic and point multiplication kP. To compute kP, several methods such as binary method, binary NAF method, and windowed NAF have been proposed [10]. To implement these methods, efficient hardwired architecture and a platform that support the efficient computation of such methods are needed. Previous hardware work includes: the first ASIC implementation with Motorola M68008 microcomputer, reconfigurable finite-field multiplier, parallelized field multiplier [7], [18]. The main objective of this work is to perform modular operations without trial division because the hardware implementation of trial division is an expensive. Thus, this work emphasizes fuzzy modular arithmetic with no division and division is repeatedly replaced by subtraction and hence the hardware implementation is relatively easy. Moreover, to perform kP, repeated addition is used. To add two points of EC, in both formula modular multiplication inversions is involved and it takes considerable amount of time. To avoid it, Fermat’s Theorem is used in this paper which is illustrated in section A.2. The EC point addition and doubling using Fuzzy Modular Arithmetic and Fermat’s theorem is given in Algorithm 2. Moreover, this work further focuses on the implementation of ECC with AT89C51 microcontroller in which the simplified fuzzy modular multiplier is embedded. AT89C51 is a low-power, high performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 4K bytes of Flash programmable and erasable read only memory. The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system.

### VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

This section summarizes the performance of the hardware implementation of ECC with and without fuzzy modular arithmetic. The software implementation of the work is performed in Visual C++ version 6.0 IDE, Advanced C version 4.0. The time taken for encryption and decryption operations of ECC for the various file sized message with and without fuzzy modular arithmetic is shown in Table I. From Table I, it is observed that the time taken for encryption and decryption with fuzzy modular arithmetic is substantially decreased compared to corresponding counterpart without fuzzy modular arithmetic. Further, it is observed that encryption time is moderately larger than decryption time in both cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File size (KB)</th>
<th>ECC without Fuzzy modular Arithmetic (Time in ms)</th>
<th>ECC with Fuzzy modular Arithmetic (Time in ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2470</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3510</td>
<td>3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4573</td>
<td>4512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5685</td>
<td>5642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The execution of ECC scheme is mostly dominated by the efficient implementation of finite field arithmetic and point multiplication kP. To compute kP, several methods such as binary method, binary NAF method, and windowed NAF have been proposed [10]. To implement these methods, efficient hardwired architecture and a platform that support the efficient computation of such methods are needed. Previous hardware work includes: the first ASIC implementation with Motorola M68008 microcomputer, reconfigurable finite-field multiplier, parallelized field multiplier [7], [18]. The main objective of this work is to perform modular operations without trial division because the hardware implementation of trial division is an expensive. Thus, this work emphasizes fuzzy modular arithmetic with no division and division is repeatedly replaced by subtraction and hence the hardware implementation is relatively easy. Moreover, to perform kP, repeated addition is used. To add two points of EC, in both formula modular multiplication inversions is involved and it takes considerable amount of time. To avoid it, Fermat’s Theorem is used in this paper which is illustrated in section A.2. The EC point addition and doubling using Fuzzy Modular Arithmetic and Fermat’s theorem is given in Algorithm 2. Moreover, this work further focuses on the implementation of ECC with AT89C51 microcontroller in which the simplified fuzzy modular multiplier is embedded. AT89C51 is a low-power, high performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 4K bytes of Flash programmable and erasable read only memory. The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File size (KB)</th>
<th>ECC with Fuzzy modular Arithmetic (Time in ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### VA. IMPLEMENTATION OF ECC USING FUZZY MODULAR ARITHMETIC

#### Algorithm 2 EC point addition and doubling using Fuzzy Modular Arithmetic

\[
\text{Input: } p_1 = (x_1, y_1), p_2 = (x_2, y_2) \text{ and } m
\]

\[
\text{Output: } p_1 + p_2 = p_3 = (x_3, y_3)
\]

1. \(T_{x1} \leftarrow y_2 - y_1\)
2. \(T_{x2} \leftarrow x_2 - x_1\)
3. \(T_{m2} \leftarrow T_{m2} m^{-2} \mod m \text{ (Fermat’s Theorem)}\)
4. \(T_{h2}^{-1} \leftarrow T_{h2}^{-1} - z_1 m \text{ (} z_1 m \leq T_{m2} \text{)}\)
5. \(\lambda \leftarrow T_{h1} T_{k1}^{-1}\)
6. \(T_{x3} \leftarrow \lambda^2 - x_1 - x_2\)
7. If \(T_{x3} > m\) then
   8. \(x_3 \leftarrow T_{x3} - z_2 m \text{ (} z_2 m \leq T_{m2} \text{)}\)
   else
   9. \(x_3 \leftarrow T_{x3}\)
10. end if
11. \(T_{y3} \leftarrow (x_1 - x_3) \lambda - y_1\)
12. If \(T_{y3} > m\) then
   13. \(y_3 \leftarrow T_{y3} - z_3 m\)
   else
   14. \(y_3 \leftarrow T_{y3}\)
15. end if
VII. CONCLUSION

Microcontroller based implementation of ECC is thought of and implemented. To increase the speed of encryption and decryption operations fuzzy modular arithmetic and Fermat’s theorem are used. In fuzzy modular arithmetic to perform modulus operation, repeated subtraction is used instead of division and hence hardware complexity is relatively reduced than division operation. To perform inversion operation with respect to modulus, Fermat’s theorem is used which is further simplified by repeated multiplication.
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